Amazon Prime Day
2022 Event Recap
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EXPANSION OF THE
AMAZON ECOSYSTEM

THE RETURN OF THE
HOUSEHOLD ESSENTIAL

INFLATION-FRIENDLY
OFFERS AND PAYMENTS

Following previous years,
top-selling products
during Prime Day
featured Amazon's
portfolio of devices.
Paired with on-site
engagement incentives
and rewards, Prime Day
continues as a primary
source of user-base and
engagement growth for
the retailer/tech giant.

Prime Day 2022 focused
more on smaller-ticket
items. Amazon and other
retailers offered 40-50%
off everyday essentials
and innovative rebate
offers to incentivize
basket building. As a
result, everyday-product
brand’s share sales were
4-5x larger during Prime
Day vs. months before
the event.

Defying expert forecasts,
the Prime Day average
discount outweighed
inflation trends, a clear
relief to 83% of shoppers
that admitted to being
affected by inflation.
Additionally, the
emergence of broader
“Buy Now, Pay Later”
(BNPL) and rebates/
shopping credits aimed
to boost shopper
confidence in spending.

Dryer

Context
Factors Impacting Prime Day
CONSUMER
CAUTIOUS SPENDING
Although 88% of Amazon Prime members planned to browse and
shop on Prime Day 2022, only ~47% planned to make a purchase.
Unlike previous events, inflation created a discernible impact across
shoppers as the consumer price index in June 2022 jumped 1.3% MoM
and 9.1% YoY. This ultimately decreased consumer purchasing power
leading up to the event. In June 2022, for example, US consumer online
spending landed at $74.1 billion, a 6% MoM decline. In addition,
consumers’ preference for travel over material goods sustained its
upward trajectory, with 11% of consumers prioritizing experiences when
spending money.

RETAIL
DIVERGENT RETAIL STRATEGIES
Over the years, Prime Day has led the retail industry into a wellestablished promotional season. In 2022, Forrester noted that 70% of
tracked US retailers ran some form of promotion around the Prime
Day calendar period. However, only 7% held site-wide sales. This
suggests a shift in individual retail approaches to large-scale events.
This year’s absentees like Walmart or Target’s 3-Day No-MembershipNeeded promotion mechanics indicate an intentional choice by
competitors to more precisely appeal to a subset of consumer needs
left unaddressed by Amazon.

BRAND
VALUE PROPOSITION UNCERTAINTY
As uncertainty over the economic environment and consumer
reservations increased, brand advertising and promotional
approaches to Prime Day 2022 appeared less than clear. In early July
2022, CommerceIQ reported that the average Amazon first-party
discount averaged lower than in previous events at around 20%, or ten
percentage points below both 2021 and 2020 trends. However, as
Prime Day got closer, eMarketer reported a contrasting forecast
suggesting that 79% of vendors planned to increase or maintain their
discount rate vs. last year’s offering. As a result, early pessimistic
performance forecasts quickly turned into stronger than
expected results.

Results
$11.9B

300M

60K

In the US Shoppers
spent $11.9B online
across retailers, an
8.5% increase YoY
and a 141% MoM lift

Items Purchased
Worldwide
(20 Countries)

Prime members in
the US purchased
more than 60K
items per minute

$197.56

100M+
Amazon Live Prime
Day streams had
more than 100M
views in the US

GLOBAL AMAZON PRIME DAY SALES

Avg. HH Spend
59% spent $100+
(US)

(Amazon Only Sales In USD Billions 2015-2022)
$14

$60.29

Avg. Order Size
53% of orders were
$30 or less
(US)

$12.09
$11.19
$10.39

$11

3.3

Orders per HH
13% YoY increase
(US)

$7.16
$7

938%

Avg. Rise in Sales Rank for
Influencer-Sold Deals
Additional 2.5X uplift with
Amazon Live
(US)

$4.15
$4

$2.33

197% & 201%

$1.45

Email & Display Increase in
Revenue Contribution
Respectively on 1st day of
Prime Day (Top US Channels)
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WHO SHOPPED
PRIME DAY?
LOYAL PRIME DAY SHOPPERS
96% of Prime Day shoppers were Prime members. Of
those members shopping during Prime day, 91% have
been subscribers for 1+ years, and only 2% joined on
Prime Day 2022. And 75% had shopped previous
versions of the event.

DEAL SEEKERS
While 44% of Prime Day shoppers only considered
Amazon for their purchases, 56% explored other
retailers, and 34% compared prices across
marketplaces. Ultimately, almost 25% of shoppers
purchased outside of Amazon.

The Average Prime Day Shopper

79%

44%

52%

40%

Female

Age 35-54

HHI>$80K

Suburban

WHAT DID THEY
SHOP?
Top Five Items // Amazon Ecosystem Win

#1

#2

Fire TV
Stick

#3

Echo
Dot

#4

Echo
Show

#5

Dawn
Dish Soap

Kasa Smart
Plug Mini

Top Five Categories // Household Essentials Win

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

29%
30%

28%

27%

Household
Essentials
2021: #4

Health &
Beauty
2021: #1

Consumer
Electronics
2021: #2

26%
Apparel &
Shoes
2021: #3

23%
Home &
Garden
2021: #5

Top items and categories based on number of units purchased in the US

Consumer Experience
Retailer Spotlights
Amazon

Target

Custom Offers Power More Shopping for Big and Small Merchants
Promotions like Affirm’s Prime credit rewards for visiting their site or
P&G’s basket building $20 rebate, or Amazon’s own stamp
gamification proved to be this year’s distinct value offering to members,
in addition to the now ubiquitous 30% discounts available site wide.

No Membership Needed and One Extra Day of Shopping
Target’s online sales event focused on placing 30-50% offers front and
center in its homepage and communicate the higher accessibility to its
promotions. The retailer accompanied the activity with a sequence of
live video streams powered by influencers.

Best Buy

Kohl’s

Black Friday Language and Spotlights on Retailer Programs
Best Buy continued its Prime Day participation in 2022 with its
traditionally high site-wide discounts. However, in 2022 the retailer
applied some effort to feature its TotalTech membership program and
call-out additional exclusive access to deals.

Free Shipping and Rebates for All Promoted Influencers
Perhaps more prominently than most other retailers, Kohl’s Prime Day
promotions focused on influencer partnerships via an extensive
network of personalities promoting lower-ticket items at Kohl’s and its
site-wide free shipping benefit.

Chewy

CVS & Ace Hardware

Conscious & Emotional Commerce Reframe
Select retailers like Chewy, countered Prime Day offerings with lowervalue deals tied with a charity component. During Prime Day, Chewy
committed to donating the equivalent of a shopper’s order. Select
offerings like 40% off on first auto-ship orders remained available.

Gifting and Boosted Loyalty Programs
Some specialty retailers like CVS and Ace Hardware opted to hone in
on their loyalty platforms and reward consumers that signed up or
engaged with the platforms. Rewards encompassed additional savings
or surprise gifts available in the retailer’s mobile app.

Balance of Online & Offline Commerce
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As Prime Day comes to a close, online purchases will be influenced
by physical experiences more than ever, as pandemic behaviors and
post-pandemic consumer expectations land somewhere in the
middle. In the process, expect shoppers to consider switching to
channels and brands that better meet their transformed needs.

Continuation of Spending with Caution
Although online cart creation and spending decreased before Prime
Day 2022, consumers will continue to shop for good deals. This trend
will challenge pessimistic economic forecasts; however, expect
shoppers to be more selective as they more closely inspect brands
and retailers' value propositions.
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Prime Day 2022 2.0
Perhaps motivated by less-than-expected Q1 results, Amazon is set to
launch a Prime-Day-like event in the fall. The “Prime Fall Deal Event” is
expected to launch in late September or early October and bolster
2022 holiday sales performance.
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